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A method is proposed to model the interspeaker variability of formant patterns for oral vowels. It is
assumed that this variability originates in the differences existing among speakers in the respective
lengths of their front and back vocal-tract cavities. In order to characterize, from the spectral
description of the acoustic speech signal, these vocal-tract differences between speakers, each
formant is interpreted, according to the concept of formant–cavity affiliation, as a resonance of a
specific vocal-tract cavity. Its frequency can thus be directly related to the corresponding cavity
length, and a transformation model can be proposed from a speaker A to a speaker B on the basis
of the frequency ratios of the formants corresponding to the same resonances. In order to minimize
the number of sounds to be recorded for each speaker in order to carry out this speaker
transformation, the frequency ratios are exactly computed only for the three extreme cardinal vowels
@{, ~, É# and they are approximated for the remaining vowels through an interpolation function. The
method is evaluated through its capacity to transform the (F1,F2) formant patterns of eight oral
vowels pronounced by five male speakers into the (F1,F2) patterns of the corresponding vowels
generated by an articulatory model of the vocal tract. The resulting formant patterns are compared
to those provided by normalization techniques published in the literature. The proposed method is
found to be efficient, but a number of limitations are also observed and discussed. These limitations
can be associated with the formant–cavity affiliation model itself or with a possible influence of
speaker-specific vocal-tract geometry in the cross-sectional direction, which the model might not
have taken into account. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1631946#
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I. INTRODUCTION

For a long time, the study of variability in speech w
mainly guided by speech recognition objectives~Klatt, 1986;
Stevens, 1980; Perkell and Klatt, 1986!. The aim was thus
basically to quantify and to characterize variability in t
temporal and spectral domains, not to reproduce it, bu
eliminate it, in order to extractthe invariant, the physical
pattern associated with the linguistic input to be recover
In other words, the aim was to ‘‘normalize’’ the speech sign
among speakers. For vowels, the purpose of such a techn
was to reduce, in the acoustic domain, the variance of
data measured for the same vowel on a number of spea
in order to enhance the identification scores of the sound
an automatic classification.

More recently~see in particular Story and Titze, 200
Titze et al., 1996, 1997; Wonget al., 1996!, special attention
has been devoted to the generation of interspeaker variab
with the aim of contributing to the development of mul
voice and multispeaker speech synthesis systems.
present paper is in the line of these studies. Our aim is
propose a speaker transformation technique in the aco
domain, based on an account of the correlates of acou
variability in the domain of speaker-specific vocal-tract g
ometry, with the final objective of predicting the variabilit
in the whole acoustic domain from a limited amount
speech samples for each speaker.

a!Electronic mail: perrier@icp.inpg.fr
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 115 (1), January 2004 0001-4966/2004/115(1)/3
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Our basic hypothesis is that the largest amount of in
speaker variability of the formant patterns arises from diff
ences among speakers in the respective lengths of their
and front vocal-tract cavities. These geometrical differen
~see, e.g., Bothorelet al., 1986, as an illustration! are due to
intrinsic morphological properties of the vocal tract, such
its length ~as illustrated by Subjects 3 and 4 in Bothor
et al., 1986!, or its distribution between the palatal and th
pharyngeal regions~as illustrated by Subjects 1 and 3
Bothorelet al., 1986!, but these differences can also be d
to speaker-specific articulatory strategies involved in the
sitioning and in the displacement of the tongue in the vo
tract ~for an example see the@{# production of Subjects 2 and
3 in Bothorelet al., 1986, pp. 16–17!. Consequently, in or-
der to transform for each vowel production the formant p
tern of speaker A into the formant pattern of speaker B,
approach consists of elaborating a general model for
changes in front and back cavity lengths between th
speakers. This model is based on the computation, from
formant frequencies, of back and front cavity length rati
To do this, it is proposed to apply a basic principle of t
acoustic theory of vowel production, namely the forman
cavity affiliation principle. This principle suggests that for
given vowel each formant can be associated, more or
tightly, with a specific cavity of the vocal tract~Chiba and
Kajiyama, 1941; Dunn, 1950; Fant, 1960; Stevens, 19
1989, 1998!, and is therefore essentially determined by t
geometry of this cavity.

In this paper, after a short re´suméof the main aspects o
33737/15/$20.00 © 2004 Acoustical Society of America
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this theory and, particularly, of its interpretation in terms
articulatory-to-acoustic relations in vowel production,
method based on these principles and called theresonance-
based method (RBM)will be presented. A quantitative evalu
ation of the RBM will then be proposed by assessing
capacity to transform the (F1,F2) patterns of five male
speakers into the formant patterns of a reference articula
model of the vocal tract. In order to assess our hypothe
carefully, the corpus we have used consisted of a redu
number of well-controlled logatoms, and, for the purposes
this paper, the variability in connected speech has not b
addressed. On the basis of this evaluation, the intrin
strengths and limits of the concept of affiliation between f
mants and cavities will be discussed.

II. FORMANTS AND VOCAL-TRACT RESONANCES

A. The formant–vocal-tract cavity affiliation
„Fant, 1960 …

Fant~1960! has shown that it is possible to obtain fair
good predictions of the formant patterns characterizing o
vowels by using a simple modeling of the vocal tract, co
sisting of only four tubes. Such a simplification allowed t
formants to be specifically interpreted as resonance freq
cies of the different cavities of the vocal tract.1 In this per-
spective, a basic and efficient tool consists of the well-kno
nomograms presented by Fant~Fant, 1960, p. 76!, which
show the variations of the first five formants, when the voc
tract constriction is shifted from the glottis to the lips: ‘‘if an
advance of the tongue causes a resonance frequency to
it can be concluded that the resonance is mainly influen
by a cavity of decreasing length’’ ~Fant, 1960, p. 75!. This
interdependence of resonance and the vocal-tract cavity i
the more evident if the constriction area is small, reduc
the acoustical coupling between vocal-tract cavities.

In a vocal tract where cavities are essentially uncoup
the following resonance modes can be observed~see Fant,
1960, for details!:

~i! A half-wavelength resonance mode: its characteri
frequencies are given by the formula

Rl/25n
c

2L
, ~1!

wherec is the sound velocity in the air,L is the length
of the considered cavity, andnPN.

~ii ! A quarter-wavelength resonance mode: its charac
istic frequencies are given by the formula

Rl/45~2n21!
c

4L
, ~2!

with the same notations as above.
~iii ! A Helmholtz resonance mode: its resonance f

quency is given by the relation

RH5
c

2p
A A

l •V
, ~3!

in which V is the volume of the cavity, andA and l
are, respectively, the area and the length of the re
nator’s ‘‘neck.’’
338 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 1, January 2004
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When vocal-tract cavities are acoustically coupled,
relations between geometry and formants do not strictly
ply: the more the coupling between cavities, the less
model is valid. In addition, a clear affiliation of formants an
cavities happens to be very difficult when the constriction
located in the so-calledfocal regions of the vocal tract. For a
vocal tract having its constriction in one of thesefocal re-
gions, the resonance frequencies of the uncoupled cav
have very similar values~see Badinet al., 1990!. The size of
these regions in the anterior–posterior direction increa
with the acoustical coupling between cavities. This pheno
enon adds to the difficulty of finding reliable affiliations i
the case of a significant acoustical coupling. Note, howe
that studying formant variations when the position of t
constriction is moved step by step through a focal region
the vocal tract along the back/front direction can help
reduce the uncertainty about affiliations in such a region~see
below, Sec. III D!.

Having established these two basic alternatives,
should note that reliable formant–cavity affiliations can
hypothesized for a relatively weak coupling between ca
ties, and outside of the focal regions~Fant, 1960; Mrayati
and Carre´, 1976; Badinet al., 1990!. Fant~1960! and Badin
et al. ~1990! determined these mappings by localizing ea
vowel on Fant’s nomograms so that its ‘‘typical’’ forman
pattern is produced with plausible constriction position a
lip area.

In such conditions, it becomes possible to infer glob
morphological differences between speakers by simply co
paring their respective formants and interpreting them
specific vocal-tract resonances, while assuming that the c
pling between cavities for a given vowel is essentially co
stant among speakers. This is the basic principle of
‘‘ resonance-based method’’ ~called the RBM! that we have
formulated to account for interspeaker variability.

B. The resonance-based method

It is known that formant values are influenced by the 3
geometry of the vocal tract. A Helmholtz resonance depe
@see Eq.~3!# on the volume of the resonator’s ‘‘body,’’ a
well as on the length and on the cross-sectional area of
resonator’s ‘‘neck.’’ The half- and quarter-wavelength res
nances, which, in theory, depend only on the length~mea-
sured parallel to the direction of the air flow! of the associ-
ated cavity, are also influenced by the coupling betwe
cavities that depends on the length and on the cross-sect
area of the constriction. Therefore, both differences in cav
lengths and in cavity cross-sectional areas area priori likely
to generate interspeaker differences in the acoustic dom
Nevertheless, in the continuity of classical models of inte
peaker variability in vowel production published in the li
erature~e.g., Nordstro¨m and Lindblom, 1975; Wakita, 1977
Fant, 1975!, for the purposes of this paper we are going
assume that interspeaker differences in cavity lengths are
major factor of interspeaker variability in the formant d
main. For formants associated with half-wavelength
quarter-wavelength resonances, this hypothesis means
the influence of interspeaker differences in constriction s
and then in acoustic coupling between cavities, is sign
Apostol et al.: A model of interspeaker variability
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cantly less important than the influence of differences in c
ity lengths. This assumption is consistent with the nom
grams proposed by Fant~1960! with the four-tube model for
two different sections of the constriction tube~see pp. 76–
77! and with the horn-shape model for three different mi
mum constriction areas of the vocal tract~see p. 84!. As
concerns formants associated with a Helmholtz resonator
above hypothesis means that the ratio of the body and n
cross-sectional areas has significantly less impact than
ratio between the lengths of these cavities. To our kno
edge, this assumption has never been experimentally dem
strated. The present study will contribute to quantitativ
evaluate its validity.

According to Fant’s nomograms, the number of possi
affiliations for the first three formants of an oral vowel
very limited: they are either a quarter-wavelength or a h
wavelength resonance of the front or the back cavity o
Helmholtz resonator of the set ‘‘back cavity1constriction,’’
or of the set ‘‘front cavity1 lips’’ in the case of a rounded
vowel ~Fant, 1960!. Thus, in the framework of this acoust
theory of vowel production, our assumption that interspea
differences in the area of the vocal-tract constriction can
neglected implies that the variability of the first three fo
mants observed between two speakersX andY is explained
by the variabilities of the back and front cavity length
Therefore, for each vowelv, two length ratios are taken int
consideration, one for the front cavityf, and the other one fo
the back cavityb

ac@v#5
Lc,X@v#

Lc,Y@v#
, cP$ f ,b%, ~4!

whereLc,X@v# et Lc,Y@v# are the lengths of thec cavity for
speakerX andY respectively.

To infer these ratios from the acoustic signal, the re
tions between resonance frequencies and cavity lengths
used~see equations 1–3!. Thus, for half-wavelength as we
as for quarter-wavelength resonances, the ratio is expre
as

ac@v#5
Lc,X@v#

Lc,Y@v#
5

Rc,Y

Rc,X
, cP$ f ,b%, ~5!

whereRc,X@v# and Rc,Y@v# are the lowest half- or quarter
wavelength resonances of thec cavity for speakerX andY,
respectively. For the Helmholtz mode, the lengthLc of the
resonator’s body is not the unique factor determining
resonance frequencyRH . However, according to our hypoth
eses that interspeaker differences in vocal-tract cro
sectional area and in cavities coupling can be neglecte
can be assumed that the ‘‘shape factor’’AA/ l of the resona-
tor’s neck is nearly constant, and that differences in volu
V of the resonator body are mainly due to differences of
lengthLc . Under these conditions, the corresponding len
ratio can be calculated according to the formula

ac@v#5
Lc,X@v#

Lc,Y@v#
'

RH,c,Y
2

RH,c,X
2 , cP$ f ,b%. ~6!

In this study, the length ratios will be calculated as forma
frequency ratios on the basis of hypotheses concerning
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 1, January 2004
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affiliations between formants and cavities. Testing the RB
will allow us to test the validity of these hypotheses.

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE RBM FOR SPEAKER
TRANSFORMATION IN VOWEL PRODUCTION

A. Selected basis vowels

The RBM was used to elaborate a speaker transfor
tion procedure in vowel production. The aim of this proc
dure is to be able to generate every vowel sequence
‘‘target’’ speakerX from the recording of the same sequen
pronounced by ‘‘source’’ speakerY. To do this, the basic idea
is to infer general transformation rules from a limited num
ber of vowel sounds recorded both for speakerX andY. The
choice of these specific sounds is crucial, since they hav
carry enough information about the speech articulation
each speaker, so that a generalization concerning the w
vowel space could be possible through our method. For
reason, we decided to use the extreme cardinal vowels@{, É,
~#. Indeed, since they correspond in theory to the most
treme speaker-specific articulatory configurations, they eff
tively cover to a large extent the articulatory space used
vowel production: from@{# to @É#, the tongue has a high
position in the vocal tract and the lingual constriction mov
along the sagittal palatal contour, from the most anterior
sition to the most posterior one; from@É# to @~#, the tongue
moves down in the vocal tract from the highest to the low
position. We’ll call these vowelsbasis vowelsof the RBM in
the rest of this text.

For these basis vowelsspeaker-specific information
about the articulatory strategy was extracted through a qu
titative comparison with a reference articulatory model of t
vocal tract, whose acoustic and articulatory characteris
~i.e., the place of articulation, the area function, and the f
mants!, are precisely known, and whose formant affiliatio
can be properly determined among the different possibili
suggested by Fant’s nomograms.

B. Characteristics of the reference articulatory model
of the vocal tract

We used a statistical articulatory model,Bergame, devel-
oped at theInstitut de la Communication Parle´e in Grenoble
on a French speaker~Beautempset al., 1996! following the
method proposed by Maeda~1990!. Beautempset al. ~1996!
performed a ‘‘statistical analysis of midsagittal vocal trac
profiles derived from cineradiographic pictures, recorded
synchrony with video pictures of front views of the lips a
with the speech signal.’’ This model generates an area fun
tion of the vocal tract from seven articulatory paramete
The associated formant patterns were obtained with the
monic vocal tract model developed by Badin and Fa
~1984!.2

1. Reference vowels

Reference articulatory configurations were genera
with the reference articulatory model of the vocal tract f
eight French vowels@{, |, }, ~, Ñ, É, Ç, Å#. To do this, two
constraints were respected. The first constraint consiste
maintaining inside the whole vowel system realistic articu
339Apostol et al.: A model of interspeaker variability



FIG. 1. Area functions obtained for the reference speaker; from the top and from the left to the right:@{, Ñ, |, }, É, Ç, Å, ~#.
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tory positions~Straka, 1965; Abry and Boe¨, 1986; Bothorel
et al., 1986; Majidet al., 1987; Boe¨ et al., 1992!: jaw posi-
tion becomes progressively lower from@{# to @~#, passing
through@|# and@}#; the lips are more rounded for@Ñ# and@É#
than for @Ç# and @Å#; the constriction position in the voca
tract moves back from@{# to @~#, passing through@|# and@}#,
and goes down along the pharynx from@É# to @~#, passing
through@Ç# and @Å#. The second constraint consisted of e
suring that the formant values of the synthetic refere
vowels were close to the ones measured on the corresp
ing tokens of the French speaker used to developBergame
~Beautempset al., 1996!.

Thus, a set of commands to the articulatory model w
obtained for each reference vowel by an acoustic
articulatory inversion.3 A sagittal function, an area function
and the resulting formants were then calculated for each c
figuration. The eight area functions are given in Fig. 1.

2. Formant –cavity affiliations for the reference
vowels

In order to establish the formant–cavity affiliations f
the eight reference vowels, our approach was inspired by
vocal-tract sensitivity functions proposed by Fant and Pa
~1974!. It consists first of increasing by 10% the cros
sectional area for each elementary section of the area f
tion separately, and, second, in calculating the induced r
tive formant variations, which we calledsensitivities. A study
carried out on simple tubes, the theoretical resonance
which are known, provided a set of reference patterns for
sensitivities associated with the main resonance modes
gested by Fant’s nomograms~1960!.

a. Reference sensitivity patterns. Four simple shaped
acoustic tubes were chosen for this preliminary study. E
one was obtained by the concatenation of several elemen
tubes 0.425 cm in length, so as to reach a total length o
cm, which is comparable with the mean length of a m
340 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 1, January 2004
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vocal tract~Stevens, 1998!. The first tube is closed at on
end and has a constant cross-sectional area of 4 cm2. The first
five formants are, in this case, odd multiples of the quar
wavelength mode of the whole tube~l/4, 3l/4, 5l/4, etc.!.
The second tube is similar to the first one, except that i
closed at both ends, its last three sections having a very s
cross-sectional area~0.3 cm2!. The first formant of this con-
figuration is therefore a Helmholtz resonance, whereas
next ones are multiples of the half-wavelength mode~l/2, l,
3l/2, etc.! of the large cavity. The sensitivities associat
with the first five formants of these tubes are given in Fig.
Two more configurations were obtained by coupling tw
tubes, which are similar to those described above, wit
small tube having a small cross-sectional area. These mo
are rough representations of a pharyngeal vowel with a la
lip opening, and of a rounded velar vowel~see Fig. 3!. In the
first case, note that the Helmholtz resonance~given byF1)
concerns only the set ‘‘back cavity1constriction,’’ whereas
F2, F3, andF5 are thel/4, 3l/4, and 5l/4 modes of the
front cavity, respectively.F4 is the half-wavelength reso
nance of the open–open tube that represents the constric
In the second case formant sensitivities are those of a co
of Helmholtz resonators.

b. Establishing the formant–cavity affiliations for the
reference vowels. The computation of the formant sensitivit
curves for the eight area functions ofBergamerepresenting
the reference vowels permitted for each of them the form
lation of the most plausible formant–cavity affiliations. F
that, the affiliation was determined first by looking for ea
formant at the location of the largest sensitivity. Then, t
most plausible nature of the resonance~Helmholtz, quarter-
wavelength, or half-wavelength! was proposed by comparin
the area function and the sensitivity curves with those of
reference patterns. As an example, Fig. 4 shows the form
sensitivities for the vowels@~# ~left panel! and @É# ~right
panel!, which are to be compared with the patterns given
Apostol et al.: A model of interspeaker variability



be.
FIG. 2. Formant sensitivities to local area perturbations. Left panel: a closed–open uniform tube. Right panel: a closed–closed uniform tu
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ree
Fig. 3. The affiliations thus established together with the c
responding first four formant values are summarized
Table I.

For all reference vowels but one, the interpretation
the computed sensitivities on the basis of the reference
sitivity patterns led unambiguously to formant–cavity affi
ations compatible with a schematization of the area functi
with a tube model~see Fig. 3!. Vowel @}# is, however, a
particular case. It corresponds to an open vocal-tract confi
ration, without any true constriction separating clearly t
vocal tract into two distinct cavities. As a result, the sen
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 1, January 2004
r-
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tivity curves of this reference vowel~see Fig. 5! are similar
to those of the reference pattern depicted in the left pane
Fig. 2: formants are essentially affiliated with the whole v
cal tract and they are odd multiples of the quart
wavelength resonance of the whole vocal tract.

C. Interpolation between basis vowels

As explained above, in our method, the articulatory co
figurations of the ‘‘target’’ speakerX and of the ‘‘source’’
speaker Y are inferred from the formant patterns of the th
FIG. 3. Formant sensitivities to local area perturbations. Left panel: a tube model simulating a pharyngeal articulation with a large lip opening. Right panel:
a tube model simulating a velar articulation with rounded lips.
341Apostol et al.: A model of interspeaker variability



act
FIG. 4. Formant sensitivities for the reference vowels@~# ~left panel! and@É# ~right panel! generated with the reference articulatory model of the vocal tr
~for comparison see, respectively, the left and right panels of Fig. 3!.
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basis vowels@~#, @{#, @É#, which give a good account of th
speaker’s maximal vowel space. These basis vowels are
tematically recorded both for the source and for the tar
speaker. Hence, for the front and for the back cavity, the r
of the length of each cavity between speakers (ab for the
back cavity anda f for the front cavity! can be found by the
direct computation of the appropriate formant ratios, on
the association between formants and cavity resonance
determined~cf. Sec. II B!. For the other vowels, which ar
only recorded for the source speaker, the direct calculatio
not possible. Hence, interpolation functions were used to
proximate the interspeaker length ratios for these other v
els. For the vowels articulated in the palatal region, like@Ñ#,

TABLE I. Formant-resonance associations for the vowel prototypes of
Bergame model. Legend:H. back5Helmohotz resonance of the se
‘‘back cavity1constriction;’ ’ H. f ront5Helmholtz resonance of the se
‘‘front cavity1 lips;’ ’ for the other resonances:back5back cavity;
f ront5front cavity.

Vowel F1 F2 F3 F4

@{# 290
H. back

2069
l/2 back

2935
l/4 front

3669
l back

@Ñ# 274
H. back

1766
H. front

2256
l/2 back

3264
l back

@|# 349
H. back

1932
l/2 back

2641
l/4 front

3638
l back

@}# 512
l/4

whole tract

1702
3l/4

whole tract

2542
5l/4

whole tract

3796
7l/4

whole tract
@É# 273

H. back
703

H. front
2311

l/2 back
3344

l back
@Ç# 340

H. back
831

H. front
2316

l/2 back
3278

l back
@Å# 522

H. back
911

H. front
2364

l/2 front
3370

l/2 back
@~# 689

H. back
1187

l/4 front
2455

3l/4 front
3555

l/2 back
342 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 1, January 2004
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@|#, and@}#, the coefficients were obtained using a logarit
mic interpolation between the ratios of thebasis vowels@{#
and @É#. In a similar way, another logarithmic interpolatio
between@É# and@~# gave the ratios of the vowels@Ç# and@Å#.
The interpolation functions depend on the constriction po
tion measured on the reference vowels~cf. Sec. III A 1!.

Thus, for @Ñ#, @|#, and @}#, the ratios were calculated
according to the formula

e

FIG. 5. Formant sensitivities for the reference vowel@}# generated with the
reference articulatory model of the vocal tract~for comparison, see Fig. 2
left panel!.
Apostol et al.: A model of interspeaker variability



ac@v#5ac@ i #1~ac@u#2ac@ i # !•

logS 11COc

DC@v#2DC@ i #

DC@ i # D
, ~7!
logS 11COc

DC@u#2DC@ i #

DC@ i # D
and for vowels@Ç# and @Å#, a values were obtained from the equation

ac@v#5ac@a#1~ac@u#2ac@a# !•

logS 11CPc

DC@a#2DC@v#

DC@a# D
logS 11CPc

DC@a#2DC@u#

DC@a# D , ~8!
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wherecP$ f ,b%, andDC@v# is the distance from the incisor
to the center of the constriction for the reference vowelv;
COc andCPc are two coefficients that were experimenta
determined for each cavity, in order to obtain a good leve
efficiency in this procedure.

The calculation of the DC values necessitated the co
putation of the position of the constriction center for ea
reference vowel. To do this, the limits of the vocal-tract co
striction were determined as the extremities of the voc
tract’s region within which an increase of the cross-sectio
area of each elementary tube generates a variation ofF1
compatible with a Helmholtz resonance: since in this c
the constriction is the resonator’s neck,F1 should increase
when the cross-sectional area of the constriction increa
~see the positiveDF1/F1 in the regions of the constriction i
Figs. 3 and 4!. The position of the constriction center wa
then determined as the abscissa separating the constri
zone in two parts of equal acoustic impedance. To calcu
this abscissa, each elementary acoustic tube was replace
its low-frequency electrical equivalent~cf. Fant, 1960, p. 28,
Fig. 1.2-1!. The DC values thus obtained are given
Table II.

D. The approach proposed to determine
formant–cavity affiliations for real speakers

Obviously, since the RBM applies to speakers who
vocal-tract geometry is not known, the above approach ba
on sensitivities of the formants to local geometrical chan
could not be used in order to find out the formant–cav
affiliations for real speakers. Therefore, the forman
resonance associations established for the reference vo
were used as initial patterns. However, these relations
not be valid for every speaker, in particular for the thr
basis vowels, and for vowel@Ñ#, because these vowels a
located in focal regions of the vocal tract where sm
changes in vocal-tract geometry can cause changes in
affiliation pattern: this generates an uncertainty about
F1 –F2 affiliation for @~# and @É#; and aboutF2 –F3 or
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 1, January 2004
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F3 –F4 affiliation for @{# and @Ñ#, ~cf. Badin et al., 1990!.
This is why, in addition to the threebasisvowels, vowel@Ñ#
was also recorded both for the source and for the ta
speaker, and the affiliation patterns of these four focal vo
els were carefully analyzed for each speaker.

For vowel@É#, the work of Savariauxet al. ~1995! on 11
French native speakers showed thatF2 represents in all
cases the Helmholtz resonance of the set ‘‘front cav
1 lips,’’ whereasF1 counts for the Helmholtz resonance
the set ‘‘back cavity1constriction.’’ Consequently, we
adopted this affiliation pattern for this vowel.

As concerns the other ‘‘focal’’ vowels@{#, @~#, and @É#,
there is no such experimental evidence in the literature s
porting one affiliation pattern more than another. This is w
we recorded for each speaker a number ofV1 –V2 se-
quences, whereV1 and V2 are either@{#, @~#, or @É#, and
analyzed the formant trajectories in these sequences. Ind
while abrupt changes in formant frequencies can be obse
during such sequences when the articulation location g
through a focal point, resonance frequencies vary smoo
and monotonically~Bailly, 1993!. Consequently, knowing
the articulatory changes involved in eachV1 –V2 sequence,
and looking for the corresponding monotonous resona
variations, it was possible to make reliable assumptio
about the formant–cavity affiliations.

For example, in an@{Ñ# sequence, while large change
are observed in the lip shape, from spread~for @{#! to rounded
~for @Ñ#! lips, the back cavity undergoes basically no mod
cation. Indeed, both the place of articulation and the size
the constriction are similar for the two vowels~cf. Bothorel
et al., 1986!. Consequently, it is reasonable to consider t
the resonance that varies the most during the sequenc
affiliated with the front cavity. For@Ñ# the lowest resonance
frequency of the front cavity corresponds toF2. Therefore,
following the variation of the resonance backwards acr
the sequence allows us to find for@{# which is the lowest
formant affiliated to the same cavity. An illustration of th
analysis is given in Fig. 6, which presents the formant tra
y

1

TABLE II. Incisors-to-center of the constriction distances~in cm! for the vowels of the reference articulator
model of the vocal tract.

Vowel @{# @Ñ# @|# @}# @É# @Ç# @Å# @~#

DC @cm# 2.4854 2.7776 2.6030 2.9374 6.0975 6.2873 9.3164 9.997
343Apostol et al.: A model of interspeaker variability
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FIG. 6. Formant tracking in the@{Ñ#
transition of speaker CS.~Computed
with Winsnoori, Babel Technologies
Belgium.!
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ro-
ing in an @{Ñ# sequence: the first resonance frequency of
front cavity, represented for@Ñ# by F2, originates from the
fourth formantF4 of @{#; consequently, formantsF2 andF3
of @{# are, respectively, the half-wavelength and the wa
length resonance modes of the back cavity, which are in
represented byF3 andF4 for @Ñ#. Using a similar approach
it is possible to identify the formant associated with the ha
wavelength resonance of the back cavity of@~# by examining
the trajectory of the second formant of@{# during an @{~#
sequence.

IV. EVALUATION OF THE METHOD

The RBM aims at accounting for interspeaker variabil
by integrating morphological and articulatory differences b
tween speakers. This method requires us to know wh
vowel is produced, in order to use the appropriate cav
length ratios. Hence, it is well adapted to speaker trans
mation purposes, where the objective is to transform a s
tence pronounced by a speaker A so that it sounds lik
sentence pronounced by speaker B. Interesting studies
been proposed in the last 30 years that contributed to
objective~e.g., Childerset al., 1989; Nordstro¨m, 1975, 1977;
Story and Titze, 2002; Titzeet al., 1996, 1997; Wonget al.,
1996!. However, for all of them the problem of a quantitativ
evaluation of their efficiency was never really solved. The
fore, the evaluation framework that we chose for the RB
consisted of transforming five male speakers into the re
ence articulatory model of the vocal tract, and in measur
the corresponding reduction of the dispersion in the (F1,F2)
plane of the formant distribution measured for the whole
of speakers. It permits a quantitative comparison of the R
with normalization techniques published in the literature.

A. Corpus

Since the reference articulatory model of the vocal tr
was built using data from a male speaker without any ad
tional transformation~cf. Sec. III A!, we recorded five male
speakers. They were all native speakers of French, agree
participate voluntarily in our experiment, and none of the
had any record of pathology of speech production or of
auditory system.
344 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 1, January 2004
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The corpus was designed according to three major
quirements for the vowels to be analyzed:~1! reducing the
acoustical coupling between the back and front vocal-tr
cavities; ~2! reducing the token-to-token intraspeaker va
ability; ~3! favoring for each speaker the production of e
treme articulations for cardinal vowels@{, ~, É#. To this end,
the subjects were asked to pronounce the vowels within C
sequences, where C is a constant, in order to favor the
duction of the closest possible configuration of vowel V, a
thus to reduce the coupling. In addition, consonant C wa
voiced consonant, in order to facilitate formant trackin
Each sequence was pronounced within a short word~given in
Table III!, which was in turn embedded in the carrier se
tence: ‘‘C’estCVC ça?’’ ~‘‘That’s CVC?’’ !. Subjects were
required to repeat each sentence ten times.

In addition to this corpus, the vowel transitions@{–Ñ#,
@{–~#, and @~–{# were also recorded. These transitions we
used for each subject to clarify his formant affiliations for t
focal vowels@{#, @Ñ#, and@~# ~cf. Sec. III B!. They were pro-
nounced in the same carrier sentence as above and each
ject repeated them ten times.

The sound recording was carried out in an interact
environment, in an anechoic chamber. The speakers, se
in an armchair, had to read the items displayed on a
screen. At the beginning of the session, the subjects read
first two phrases of the CVC corpus without being record
so that they could get familiar with the environment. The
for each phrase the acquisition started automatically, as s
as the speech signal level exceeded an experimentally fi
threshold of224 dB. The speakers were instructed to alwa
favor pronunciation clarity. After the recordings a perceptu
verification was performed in order to ensure that the tok
produced by the speakers corresponded well to the des
phonetic category.

The speech signal was captured by a dynamic mic

TABLE III. CVC @V# items of the closed-context vowel corpus.

Vowel @{# @Ñ# @É# @|# @Ç# @}# @Å# @~#

Word zizi juju gougou zézé gaugau zêzê troc rara
Apostol et al.: A model of interspeaker variability
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phone@Beyerdynamic M 10 1N(C)#, amplified by a mixer-
amplifier ~Yamaha MV 802!, and sampled at a frequency o
20 000 Hz, using a soundboard~Oros! installed on a PC.

Formants were detected with an LPC analysis as
lows: 20 coefficients, Hamming window of 20 ms; shift
the window: 5 ms; signal pre-emphasis~coefficient: 0.95!.
After phoneme labeling, the formants of each vowel we
measured in the middle of its steady zone. The formant
ues used henceforth for the evaluation of the method co
spond to the central vowel of the CVC sequences.

Figure 7 shows the vowel distributions for the whole s
of speakers in the (F1,F2) plane. The bold line ellipses cha
acterize the dispersions for the whole set of speakers, w
individual dispersions are represented with thin line ellips

B. Formant affiliations proposed for the real speakers

As explained above, the RBM uses the lowest ha
wavelength and quarter-wavelength resonance frequen
or, in some cases, the Helmholtz frequency, in order to in
the ratios of the cavity lengths between two speakers~cf.
Sec. II B!. The following notations will be used henceforth

~i! R1 is the first resonance mode of the back cav
usually, it is a Helmholtz resonance of the set ‘‘ba
cavity1constriction;’’

~ii ! R2 is the lowest resonance of the front cavity, whi
may be either a quarter-wavelength resonance, if
lips are open, or a Helmholtz resonance, if lips a
rounded;

~iii ! R3 is the second resonance mode of the back ca
which is in all cases a half-wavelength one.

The formant affiliations proposed for the human spe
ers are given in Table IV. For@{, ~, Ñ# these associations wer
determined using the vowel transitions~see Sec. III D!,
whereas for the other vowels the patterns established for
reference vowels~see Sec. III B 2! were taken into consider
ation. When two affiliations seemed equally possible,

FIG. 7. Vowel distributions in the (F1, F2) plane for the five speaker
before transformation using the RBM. The bold line ellipses characterize
dispersions for the whole set of speakers, while individual dispersions
represented with thin line ellipses.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 1, January 2004
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took into accounta posteriori the affiliation leading to the
best results.

C. Reduction of variability among speakers

The evaluation of the method consisted of two ste
First, the vowel formants of each human speaker were tra
formed into the formant space of the reference articulat
model of the vocal tract. Then, a comparison was made
the (F1,F2) plane between the scattering of the points b
fore and after transformation. A reduction of this dispersi
would attest to the effectiveness of the procedure.

The speaker transformation follows the successive s
of the procedure given in Secs. II B and III C. First, for th
back and the front cavity the length ratios between spea
were calculated for thebasis vowelsaccording to the formu-
las

ab@v#5R3M /R3X , vP$~, {, É%, ~9!

a f@v#5R2M /R2X , vP$~, {%, ~10!

and

a f@u#5S R2M@u#

R2X@u# D
2

, ~11!

whereM stands forreference articulatoryModel of the vocal
tract and X for the real speaker to be transformed;R2 and
R3 have the meanings given in Sec. IV B. Thea f@u# expres-
sion takes into account the fact that for this vowel,R2 is a
Helmholtz resonance. Thea ratios of the other vowels were
determined by interpolation between the respective value
the basis vowels~cf. Sec. III C!. The ‘‘transformed’’ reso-
nances of speakerX were obtained for each vowel as fo
lows:

~i! For a half- or a quarter-wavelength resonance,
transformed value was calculated as the product
tween the initial value and thea ratio corresponding
to the associated cavity.

~ii ! For a Helmholtz resonance

RiN@v#5Ri@v#Aac@v#, ~12!

where (i ,c)P$(1,b);(2,f )%.

The front and back cavity length ratios obtained w
this method for the eight vowels and for the five speakers

e
re

TABLE IV. Formant–resonance associations proposed for the vowels o
human speakers. Legend:R1 and R3 are, respectively, the first and th
second resonance modes of the back cavity;R2 is the lowest resonance o
the front cavity.

Vowel R1 R2 R3

@~# F1 F2 F4
@{# F1 F4 F2
@É# F1 F2 F3
@Ç# F1 F2 F3
@Å# F1 F2 F3
@|# F1 F3 F2
@Ñ# F1 F2 F3
@}# F1 F2 F3
345Apostol et al.: A model of interspeaker variability



1.07
0.93
.1
1.04
.08
TABLE V. Values of the length ratios of the front~F! and back~B! vocal-tract cavities for the eight vowels and the five speakers.

Speaker

@{# @Ñ# @|# @}# @~# @Å# @Ç# @É#

F B F B F B F B F B F B F B F B

CS 0.84 1.02 0.83 1.04 0.84 1.03 0.82 1.04 0.97 0.97 0.92 1.03 0.75 1.07 0.74
JLS 0.77 0.94 0.78 0.94 0.78 0.94 0.79 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.93 0.94 0.85 0.93 0.85
MP 0.79 0.97 0.80 1.02 0.79 0.99 0.81 1.03 1 1. 0.98 1.06 0.92 1.1 0.92 1
PB 0.75 1.01 0.75 1.02 0.75 1.02 0.76 1.03 1.05 0.98 0.99 1.02 0.79 1.04 0.78

JMD 0.83 0.89 0.85 0.96 0.84 0.92 0.86 0.97 0.99 1.03 1. 1.06 1. 1.08 1. 1
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given in Table V. It can be seen that noticeable differen
exist for each speaker between the length ratios of the b
and front cavities. This supports our strategy of using t
length ratios; a unique length factor applied to the wh
vocal-tract length would not be able to account for the s
cific vocal-tract geometry of each speaker. A principal co
ponent analysis applied to these data reinforces this s
ment: two factors are at least required to describe more
80% of the length ratios variance~the first three factors, re
spectively, explain 57.6%, 30.6%, and 10.6% of the d
variance!. In addition, clear differences can be observed
tween the length ratios obtained for@{#, @~#, and @É#. This
supports our decision to use a specific ratio for each extr
cardinal vowel.

The reduction of variability obtained with the length r
tios of Table V was quantitatively measured by calculat
for each vowel in the (F1, F2) plane the area of the 2s
dispersion ellipsis, before and after transformation. The
sults are given in Table VI. Note that the areas are not gi
in Hz2, but in percentage. This percentage was calculate
the ratio between the ellipsis area and the area of the r
angle defined by theF1 andF2 ranges of the global vowe
distribution of the five speakers. This was necessary for
ther comparison with normalization techniques. The disp
sion of the vowels obtained for the whole set of speak
after the formants transformation provided by the RB
method is given in Fig. 8. As in Fig. 7, the bold line ellips
characterize the dispersions for the whole set of speak
while individual dispersions are represented with thin li
ellipses.

One can note that except for vowels@Ç# and @Ñ#, the
global variability clearly decreases after speaker transfor
tion using the RBM. The clear general reduction of the va
ability suggests that, in spite of its underlying simplifyin
hypotheses, the RBM accounts fairly well for the ma
causes of the interspeaker variability. At the same time,
@Ñ# no noticeable reduction is observed, and for@Ç# the vari-
ability increases clearly. In both cases, the first two forma
are Helmholtz resonances. The lack of reduction of the v
ability could then arise from the fact that focusing on tu

TABLE VI. Areas of the 2s dispersion ellipses, before and after speak
transformation provided by the RBM. The values are given in percen
with respect to the area of the smallest rectangle including the whole vo
space in the (F1,F2) plane.

@~# @{# @É# @Ç# @Å# @|# @}# @Ñ#

Initially 20.90 27.18 15.52 16.85 18.24 30.62 51.90 14.0
RBM 16.77 9.61 8.50 22.06 16.00 12.51 44.95 14.0
346 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 1, January 2004
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lengths variability could be inaccurate, in the cases where
in Helmholtz resonators, the resonance frequency depe
on cavity volumes.

Considering the remaining six vowels, it can be o
served that the variability decrease after transformation
larger for closed than for open vowels. According to t
theoretical hypotheses underlying the RBM, this trend can
explained by the fact that for open vowels interspeaker v
ability in constriction size and, then, in acoustical coupli
between cavities has a non-negligible influence on form
variability.

D. Comparison with speaker normalization
techniques

The transformation of the formant patterns of five spe
ers into a reference formant space can be compared
classical normalization procedure. Thus, it offers a go
framework to evaluate the relevance of the RBM, by co
paring the obtained reduction of speaker variability with t
ones generated by six normalization techniques publishe
the literature. Again, it should be emphasized that the RB
cannot be used in a pure normalization framework, since
method requires one to know which vowel is pronounc
before it can be transformed into the formant space of
other speaker.

Among the considered normalization techniques, fo
take into account statistical properties of the dispersion
each vowel across speakers. These were proposed by G
man ~1968!, Lobanov ~1971!, Nearey ~1977! ~see also

FIG. 8. Vowel distributions in the (F1, F2) plane for the five speakers afte
transformation using the RBM. See Fig. 7 for legend.
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TABLE VII. Areas of the 2s dispersion ellipses for all the normalization procedures, before and after nor
izations. The values are given in percentage with respect to the area of the smallest rectangle includ
whole vowel space in the (F1,F2) plane.

@~# @{# @É# @Ç# @Å# @|# @}# @Ñ#

Initially 20.90 27.18 15.52 16.85 18.24 30.62 51.90 14.08
Gerstman 18.59 9.38 12.76 23.86 25.82 15.79 74.23 13.1
Lobanov 21.99 11.35 12.88 14.91 21.96 11.95 45.20 14.3
Nearey 12.24 25.33 42.40 29.71 17.06 20.18 34.42 16.6
Di Benedetto 0.00 0.00 0.00 21.14 26.00 20.96 75.31 19.1
Miller ~Hz! 21.51 27.68 37.95 43.94 24.89 12.20 30.30 7.20
Miller ~Mel! 18.74 22.96 42.14 47.39 23.27 10.81 25.88 7.11
RBM 16.77 9.61 8.50 22.06 16.00 12.51 44.95 14.03
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Nearey, 1980!, and Di Benedetto and Lie´nard ~1992!. The
other two techniques were elaborated by Miller~1989!. They
use nonlinear scale frequencies based on perceptual cri

In its original form, Gerstman’s~1968! procedure con-
sisted of a homothetic transform that maps the initial va
tion ranges ofF1 andF2 into a normalized domain,@0, 999#
Hz. We implemented a strictly equivalent version of th
method ~Ferrari Disner, 1980!, in which the limits of the
normalized (F1, F2) plane are, more realistically,@250, 750#
Hz for F1, and@850, 2250# Hz for F2.

Lobanov’s method~1971! normalizes the formant value
of each speaker according to the relation

Fi
N5~Fi2Mi !/s i , i P$1,2%, ~13!

whereFi
N is the normalized value of theFi formant, andMi

and s i are, respectively, the mean value and the stand
deviation ofFi calculated for the whole set of vowels.

Nearey ~1977! suggested using a logarithmic transfo
mation

Fi jk
N 5 log~Fi jk !2Fmean,k , ~14!

where i, j, and k represent the formant, the vowel, and t
speaker, respectively.Fmean,k is the mean of the logarithmic
transforms of the first two formants calculated for all t
vowels of speakerk.

Di Benedetto and Lie´nard ~1992! proposed to project
through a linear transformation, the (F1, F2) plane of a
given speaker, onto a ‘‘standard’’ vowel plane defined by
mean values ofF1 andF2 computed for the extreme vowe
@~, {, É# produced by a large number of speakers. In conc
terms, for a given speaker, the normalized values of the
two formants of a vowelv, are calculated as follows.

~1! The position of vowelv in the speaker’s (F1, F2) plane
is expressed as a linear function of the positions of
three extreme vowels@{#, @~#, and @É# with an ad hoc
constraint applied to the sum of the weights used in
linear formula. This is expressed by the matrix produ

SF1@a# F1@i# F1@u#

F2@a# F2@i# F2@u#

1 1 1
D•Sa@u#

b@v#
g@v#

D5SF1@v#
F2@v#

1
D, ~15!

summarized by the relationA•u@v#5V ~16!

~2! Each vowelv in the speaker’s (F1, F2) plane is trans-
formed into a normalized vowelv0 with a linear func-
tion. Consequently, the relative position ofv0 in the nor-
, Vol. 115, No. 1, January 2004
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malized domain relatively to the extreme vowels@~#, @{#,
and@É# is the same as the position ofv in the speaker’s
domain, and it is possible to write
V05A0•u@v#, ~17!

whereA0 , structured likeA, contains the mean values o
the first two formants of the vowels@~, {, É# calculated
over several speakers.

~3! Sinceu@v# is the same in the two spaces, the normaliz
F1 andF2 values for the vowel@v# can be deduced a
follows:
V05A0•A

21
•V. ~18!

Miller ~1989! evaluated the capability of several nonlin
ear frequency scales to reduce the general interspeaker
ability, in particular between groups of men–women
children. The two most efficient transformations we
selected for our evaluation, namely log10(F2/F1) and
log10(F3/F2) expressed first in Hz, and then in Mel.

Table VII allows the comparison of the different tec
niques described above. The input data were the vowels
duced by the real speakers. As in Sec. IV C, the areas of
2s dispersion ellipsis, normalized with respect to the size
the considered vowel space, are given. The first line of Ta
VII gives the initial dispersions of each sound class bef
normalization. Figures 9–14 illustrate the changes of

FIG. 9. Vowel distributions in the (F1. F2) plane for the five speakers afte
normalization with Gerstman’s method.
347Apostol et al.: A model of interspeaker variability
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FIG. 10. Vowel distributions in the (F1, F2) plane for the five speaker
after normalization with Lobanov’s method.

FIG. 11. Vowel distributions in the (F1, F2) plane for the five speaker
after normalization with Nearey’s method.

FIG. 12. Vowel distributions in the (F1, F2) plane for the five speaker
after normalization with Di Benedetto and Lie´nard’s method.
348 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 1, January 2004
acoustic space after application of each of the normaliza
methods. They can be compared with Fig. 8, which sho
the results of the transformation with the RBM. The RBM
thus, not systematically the most successful procedure, b
almost all cases it is one of the most efficient methods
more quantitative assessment was made by establishi
ranking of the different procedures computed on the basi
their average ellipsis area. It should be noted that the ra
ings established for@~#, @{#, and@É# do not take into accoun
Benedetto and Lie´nard’s procedure, since it intrinsicall
eliminates the variability for these extreme vowels. The
sults are given in Table VIII. It can be seen that the RBM
the method that generates on average the largest vari
reduction. This result is especially positive, since, contrary
the normalization methods, the transformation provided
the RBM is based on information taken from only three vo
els, thebasis vowels, and considering only the first thre
formants.

FIG. 13. Vowel distributions in the (F1, F2) plane for the five speakers
after normalization with Miller’s method in Hz.

FIG. 14. Vowel distributions in the (F1, F2) plane for the five speakers
after normalization with Miller’s method in Mel.
Apostol et al.: A model of interspeaker variability
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TABLE VIII. Average ellipsis areas computed for all vowels~for Di Benedetto and Lienard’s method see th
text!.

RBM Lobanov Gerstman Nearey Miller~Mel! Miller ~Hz! Di Benedetto

18.054 19.324 24.198 24.748 24.788 25.709 32.51
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V. DISCUSSION

The first conclusion of our study is that interpreting t
relations between vocal-tract geometry and formant frequ
cies by using the formant–cavity affiliation concept is
efficient approach to give a good account of interspea
variability. These results support our hypothesis that con
ering separately the length of the back and of the front vo
tract cavities is an interesting method to model the origins
interspeaker variability. However, beyond this first positi
statement, the detailed comparison of Figs. 7 and 8 sh
that some aspects of the results obtained with the RBM
not fully satisfactory.

A. Limitations of the speaker transformation based
on the RBM

Comparing Figs. 7 and 8, it appears that for vowels@{#,
@|#, @}#, @Å#, and @~# the decrease of the dispersion in t
(F1, F2) plane is mainly due to a reduction of theF2 vari-
ability range, while no noticeable change is observed al
the F1 axis. For these five vowels, the clear decrease of
F2 variability suggests that the affiliations and the cor
sponding values of the length ratios proposed in the R
are correct. Now, how can we explain the very weak imp
of our speaker transformation procedure onF1? Two expla-
nations can be proposed. The RBM assumes thatF1 is a
Helmholtz resonance of the set ‘‘back cavity1constriction.’’
Therefore, a first possible explanation would be that, c
trary to our assumption, changes in the cross-sectional p
would contribute significantly to the variation ofF1. In such
a case, modeling changes in cavity length would only p
tially account for the interspeaker variability ofF1. An alter-
native explanation could be that, at least for vowel@~#, F1
would not be a Helmholtz resonance~see below for further
analysis!.

For vowel@É#, Fig. 8 shows a clear decrease of the va
ability both inF1 andF2 directions, but this is not the cas
for the other rounded vowels@Ñ# and@Ç#, especially along the
F1 axis. Here again, two possible explanations can be
posed. As said above, since for these two vowelsF1 andF2
are considered to be Helmholtz resonances, taking into
count changes in the cross-sectional plane in order to i
grate volume changes could be a necessity in order to m
the interspeaker variability with enough accuracy. An alt
native or additional explanation could be that the associa
between formants and resonances was not correctly e
lished for these two vowels~see below for further analysis!.

Thus, in addition to the already mentioned possible n
negligible coupling between cavities, it appears that error
the association between formants and resonances could
tribute to the limitation of the efficiency of the RBM. Thes
errors can be due to an inadequate acoustic model for vo
production or to difficulties in establishing the correct affi
, Vol. 115, No. 1, January 2004
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ations in the framework of Fant’s four-tube model.

B. An alternative acoustic model for some vowels?

Fant’s four-tube model and its associated vocal-tract
mograms, on which we based on RBM, do constitute a g
erally well-accepted reference for the understanding
vowel acoustics. Nevertheless, alternative well-known m
els have also been proposed in the literature, which wo
lead to somewhat different hypotheses. In particular, Stev
~1972, 1989, 1998! suggested modeling the vowel area fun
tions only with three tubes and even with two tubes, wh
the vowel is articulated either in the very back or the ve
front region of the vocal tract. Thus, for vowel@~#, Stevens’
model consists of the concatenation of a narrow tube
counting for the constriction, and of a larger tube represe
ing the front cavity~see Stevens, 1998, p. 274!. For very
front vowels like@{#, Stevens~1989, 1998! suggested using a
three-tube model~see Stevens, 1998, p. 277!. Consequently,
both for @~# and for @{#, the affiliation patterns suggested b
Stevens are different from those that were taken into con
eration in the RBM on the basis of the four-tube model. T
affiliations suggested by Stevens for the first four formants
@{# and @~# are given in Table IX.

Thus, for @~#, the lowest resonance affiliated with th
back cavity would be a quarter-wavelength resonance ins
of a Helmholtz resonance~see also Mrayati and Carre´, 1976;
Bailly, 1993!. Considering this suggestion for some speak
in the RBM could possibly enhance the decrease of theF1
range after transformation for@~#.

For vowel@{#, Stevens’ three-tube modeling is associat
with a shortening of the front cavity and a lengthening of t
constriction~Stevens, 1998, p. 277!. In this case, the third
formant would not be a quarter-wavelength resonance of
front cavity, but rather a half-wavelength resonance of
constriction tube. Here again, it would be interesting to o
serve the consequences of this suggestion on the RBM.

Both kinds of models are generally considered to
plausible.4

C. Inaccuracy of the models in focal regions

Another limitation of the RBM arises from the fact tha
the extreme vowels that serve asbasis vowelsin our method

TABLE IX. Association between formants and vocal tract resonances
@~# and @{# as suggested by Stevens’ model~1989, 1998!, Legend:
H. back5Helmholtz resonance of the set ‘‘back cavity1constriction;’ ’
for the other resonances:back5back cavity;f ront5front cavity.

Vowel F1 F2 F3 F4

@~# l/4 front l/4 back 3l/4 front 3l/4 back
@{# H. back l/2 back l/2 constriction l back
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are articulated in focal regions of the vocal tract. Such
gions appear both on the nomograms generated with
four-tube model~Fant, 1960; Badinet al., 1990!, and on
those obtained with the two- and/or three-tube mo
~Stevens, 1972, 1989, 1998!. In the case of a two-tube
model, focal points correspond to the merging of the quar
wavelength resonances of the front and of the back cavi
In the case of three and four tubes, if the constriction tub
long enough, a focal region can correspond to the mergin
up to three resonances. Therefore, for a configuration art
lated in such a region, there is an uncertainty concerning
affiliations between formants and cavities, even if the c
pling between cavities is very small. When the coupling
creases, the uncertainty zone widens on both sides of
focal point.5 For a vowel articulated in such a region, affil
ations can be properly determined only if one knows on w
side of the focal point the vowel is.

Given the interpolation functions that are used in t
RBM, errors in formants–cavities affiliation patterns forba-
sis vowels could generate errors in the whole (F1, F2)
plane. Therefore, looking for possibilities to increase the
curacy of the determination of these patterns would not
ably increase the reliability of the RBM.

VI. CONCLUSION

Our original hypothesis was that interspeaker variabi
of the formant patterns for oral vowels originates in diffe
ences in the lengths of the back and front vocal-tract cavit
and that it is possible to infer them from an analysis of
formants in terms of vocal-tract cavity resonances. Our
sults support this assumption, since theresonance-based
methodpermits us to give a fair account of the specificity
each speaker’s speech production. In particular, the gene
good reduction of the variability along theF2 axis supports
the validity of the concept of affiliation between forman
and cavities, as well as of the majority of the affiliations th
were chosen in the procedure. It also supports the hypoth
that the influence of interspeaker differences in acoust
coupling between cavities can be neglected as compare
the influence of differences in cavity lengths.

However, limitations of the method were also show
which could be linked either to an inexact determination
some affiliations, especially in the focal regions, or to t
fact that interspeaker geometrical differences in the cro
sectional plane cannot be neglected. Considering an alte
tive model of vowel production, such as Stevens’~1998!
model, could contribute to solve at least a part of the in
propriate hypotheses about the affiliations. Collecting
geometrical data on a number of speakers and studying
associated acoustic signal would permit us to evaluate q
titatively the influence on the acoustics of the variability
the cross-sectional plane.

In general, the RBM was shown to be an interesting t
to understand and model interspeaker variability in vow
production, when the subjects are recorded in laboratory c
ditions and in a consonantal context that favors the m
prototypical articulation of the vowels. Working on con
nected speech, which is usually hypoarticulated, and
350 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 1, January 2004
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which more acoustical coupling between cavities is to
expected, should permit us to assess the practical usefu
of the RBM for speech technology.
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